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Abstract
Traffic safety research assumes that approximately 80% of crashes are due to human error. In reality,
the percentage of driver/rider and other traffic participant errors in crash causation is much higher.
But what we fail to understand is how and why even experienced drivers can cause serious crashes.
The answer is hidden in the physiology of the human brain and the psychology of human behaviour
and ADAS&ME applies the most advanced sensor and algorithmic in order to quantify them in real
time. Addressing these factors is even more important with the recent trend towards increased
vehicle automation, where the control of the vehicle is shared between the driver and the vehicle.
In particular, until fully automated vehicles are widespread, partially and highly automated vehicles
will co-exist in the market, requiring significant driver/vehicle task sharing and cooperation. They also
require appropriate handover strategies between manual and automated operation. Before an
automated vehicle makes a handover request to the driver, it needs information on the attention
level, fatigue level and emotional state of the driver at that moment, to calculate the time required
for a successful transition to manual mode. Conversely, an automated vehicle that senses a driver’s
state may opt to provide more active support, possibly even assuring control of the driving task if it
detects that the driver has entered a critical state.
The introduction of automated functions in vehicles brings a new set of possibilities for safe, efficient
and comfortable driving, but it also brings a new set of challenges. It is no longer just the driver using
the vehicle as a tool for transportation; instead the driver and the vehicle work together as a team.
For this team to perform at its best, both the driver and the vehicle need to know their team mates’
current and predicted intentions and limitations.
ADAS&ME is a European funded project that started in September 2016 and will be running for 42
months; It encompasses 30 partners from 11 countries representing OEMs (3), Tier 1 suppliers (7),
Research institutes (8), Universities (8), Public-Private Partnerships (1) and Stakeholder organisations
(3). The project key objective is to develop adaptive ADAS, able to decide when and how the vehicle
needs to take over or recover control in relation to driver’s/rider’s state, taking into account the
current situational and environmental context.
ADAS&ME preliminary includes 7 Use Cases, each one representing either a specific safety system
where automation, in combination with driver/rider monitoring, is expected to have a high safety
impact or, on a higher level, a vehicle category where several automated systems interact with the
user, depending on task and driver/rider state. They cover different types of vehicles and
environments, but also different levels of automation, targeting different user groups:

•

Use case A: Attentive Long Haul Trucking

•

Use case B: Electric Vehicle range anxiety

•

Use case C: Driver state-based smooth & safe automation transitions

•

Use case D: Non-Reacting Driver Emergency Manoeuvre

•

Use case E: Long range attentive touring with motorbike

•

Use case F: Rider faint

•

Use case G: Passenger pick up/drop off automation for buses

All Use Cases are based on the same integrated approach for driver/-rider state monitoring, using a
combination of several sensors and sensing platforms to detect if a driver/ rider is
inattentive/drowsy/stressed or experiencing impairing emotions, which may jeopardise safe driving.
This abstract aims to present the definition of the ADAS&ME Use Case scenarios for all vehicle types
address (car, motorcycle, truck and bus) as well as their prioritisation based on the end-users and
stakeholders surveys feedback. The ADAS&ME Use Cases and their scenarios will form the basis for
the core development, as well as for the evaluation and impact assessment of the developed ADAS.
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ADAS&ME Targets
• Develop ADAS…
• … that incorporate driver / rider state, situational

/ environmental context and…
• … adaptive HMI…
• … to automatically hand over different levels of

automation and thus…
• … ensure safer and more efficient road usage…
• … for all vehicle types (conventional and electric

car, truck, bus, motorcycle)
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ADAS&ME Concept
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ADAS&ME Fact Sheet
• Administrative Coordinator: Anna Anund, VTI
• Technical Manager: Evangelos Bekiaris, CERTH
• Innovation Manager: Stella Nikolaou, CERTH

• Topic: MG3.6a “Safe & connected automation in road transport”
• Budget: ~9 M€

• Start Date: 01/09/2016
• Duration: 42 months
• Number of partners: 30
• Countries: 10 (Sweden, Greece, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Netherlands, France,

Spain, Ireland, Belgium)
• Project Officer: Georgios Sarros, INEA
• Project Contact: anna.anund@vti.se
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Consortium
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Key objectives
• An adaptive architecture and technical implementation for

enabling automation with driver/rider state input :
▪ Development of robust detection/prediction algorithms for

driver/rider state monitoring adaptive to each UC.
▪ Development of personalised driver/rider behaviour profiles,

considering inter-individual differences.
▪ Performance of targeted tests for the selection of HMI elements

that optimally support each Use Case.
▪ Adaptation of existing EuroNCAP test protocols from non-

automated to automated driving modes.
▪ Evaluation of the developed systems and use cases with a wide

pool of drivers/riders with real vehicles on real roads.
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Focus on seven Use Cases
• Addressing all vehicle types: conventional and electric cars,

motorcycles, trucks and buses
Use Case B

Use Case A
Attentive Long Haul Trucking
Electric Vehicle range anxiety

Use Case C & D
Driver state-based smooth & safe
automation transitions

Use Case E & F

Non-Reacting Driver Emergency
Manoeuvre
Long range attentive touring
Rider faint

Use Case G
Passenger pick up/drop off automation for buses
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Methodology for UCs scenarios prioritisation
• Stakeholders’ online survey:
• Formation, optimisation and finalisation of the questionnaire.
• Identification of the ADAS&ME Stakeholders Group.
• Creation and launch of the survey using the Soscisurvey platform. Online for two

weeks starting on January 24th, closing February 8th.
• Participation in the survey was requested by invitation only. Results analysis
(feedback by 27 stakeholders) using AHP.
• Multi-Criteria Analysis:
• Workshop on ADAS&ME Use Cases on April 6 2017 in Brussels.
• Invitation to ADAS&ME Stakeholders Group. Participation of 30 external to the

project stakeholders.
• Two approaches applied: a) The Multi-Criteria Analysis and b) a Post-it based
interactive discussion.
• Final prioritisation:
• Based on the consolidation of the above methods results.
• Consolidation performed by direct comparisons between the scenarios’ weights that

resulted from the application of the AHP to both datasets.
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Stakeholders’ Interest in ADAS&ME UCs

Stakeholders’ survey results (ADAS&ME, 2017)
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Importance of affective states vs.
automated driving/ riding
Sleepiness

31%

Inattention/ Boredom

31%
16%

Stress/ Anxiety

9%

Physiological/ Physical Impairment
Emotional state (rage, anger)
Assessment of resting lengths &
intervals

8%
5%

Stakeholders’ survey results (ADAS&ME, 2017)
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MCA – Criteria Final Ranking
Safety criteria
with highest
ranking

Stakeholders’ MCA (ADAS&ME, 2017)
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Results – UCA “Attentive long-haul trucking”
Safe Stop

19%

Traffic Jam negotiation

18%

Handovers

16.9%

Overtaking

15.8%

Changing Highways

11.1%

Drive through a lane reroute
Interpret Road Signs
Arriving at truck and daily
check

Final scenarios prioritisation
through consolidated
stakeholders’ feedback

7.6%
6.8%
4.9%

Discussion points

Strong Points/
Benefits

Missing Elements

Concerns &
Barriers

Comments/ Free text

•Safe stop and
handover
•Check if driver
is ready to take
over control

•Platooning missing
•Position to rest
depending on the
automation level
•Loss of competence
and understanding
of task; strategies to
mitigate.

•Roadworks
data not
good
•Deactivation
of system if
maintenance
too bad

•System maintenance
•Update of systems
specifications and
quality demands
•Cybersecurity is a
subset of safety
overall
•Interpret road signs
is less important
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Results – UCB “Electric Vehicle Anxiety”
EV range problem appears due to traffic jam

22.6%

Driver trusts the system and follows indications
to power charging station
Electric power consumption limited due to
range limitation
Stress and anxiety of driver increases

16%

Final scenarios prioritisation
through consolidated
stakeholders’ feedback

15.8%

Safe place is reached, driver stress and
anxiety decrease
Protection mode is proposed with
stop at power charging station

17%

15.7%
12.9%

Discussion points

Strong Points/
Benefits

Missing
Elements

•Driver trust
enhancement in
electrification if
in case of low
battery system
takes the lead.
•Bridging
electrification to
automation.

•None

Concerns & Barriers

Comments/ Free text

•Not sustainable unless
electric car fleets
become really big and
charging stations
network dense enough.
•EV range anxiety is not
the key question for EV
–They are safe, clean –
The scenarios are
“twisting” the reality of
EV usage.

•Implementation
priority by type of
road:
•Secondary Road → 1
•Urban Road →
•Highway → 3
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Results – UCC “Driver state based smooth & safe
automation transitions”
Unsuccessful handover due to non-reacting driver
and safe stop
Controlled (automation initiated) – Driver state
Unsuccessful handover due to non-reacting
driver – ‘Follow-me’ (V2X)
Controlled (automation initiated)
handover – Driver characteristics
Temporal, fluent handover and take
over based on driver state
Highly automated driving - driver
initiated transitions

Discussion points

21.3%
17.6%

17.5%
17%

Final scenarios prioritisation
through consolidated
stakeholders’ feedback

14.7%
12%

Strong Points/ Benefits

Missing
Elements

•V2X guidance in case of
unsuccessful handover is
a very strong benefit

•None

Concerns & Barriers
•Scenarios are difficult
to understand for
people not very familiar
with the project

Comments/
Free text
•None
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Results – UCD “Non-reacting driver emergency
manoeuvre”
Unsuccessful handover and take over transition
Controlled (automation initiated) take over
transitions based on driver state
V2V communication for planned manoeuvre of
ego vehicle to vehicles close behind or beside

Discussion points

50%
31%

Final scenarios prioritisation
through consolidated
stakeholders’ feedback

19%

Strong Points/
Benefits

Missing Elements

Concerns & Barriers

Comments/ Free text

•V2X is an
asset.

•Not only V2V but
also V2I should
be considered.

•Where to stop the vehicles
in case of emergency?
•Too many stopped
vehicles (i.e. because of
driver are overstressed)
might cause traffic jams to
highways)
•How to get back into traffic,
especially on motorway?

•Because of increase in
need connected automated
driving cars in a rapid aging
society, not only against
heart attack or sudden
illness, a slow reaction or
troubled minded aged
drivers should be taken into
consideration.
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Results – UCE “Long-range attentive touring with
motorbike” & UC F “Rider Faint
Assistance, during long range touring, in case of
tiredness

20.2%

Assistance, during long range touring, in case of
inattention
Assistance, during long range touring, in case
of stress
Activation of active systems, if the rider is
tired and ignoring assistance
Activation of active systems – rider is
inattentive & ignoring assistance
Activation of active systems - rider is
stressed & ignoring assistance

18.2%
17%

10.5%
9.7%

9.4%

Activation of active systems - rider inattentive &
ignoring assistance

UCF: Final scenarios
prioritisation through
consolidated stakeholders’
feedback

UCE: Final scenarios
prioritisation through
consolidated stakeholders’
feedback

Activation of active systems if the rider is fainting
Activation of active systems if the rider is going
to faint and ignoring assistance
Assistance in case the rider is risking faint
Assistance with variable and/or difficult
weather conditions
Assistance during “general” riding (all
road types)

33.4%
30%

15.4%
13.6%
7.7%
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Discussion points UC E & F
Strong Points/
Benefits

Missing Elements

Concerns & Barriers

Comments/ Free text

•Rider Safety
•Comfort warning
systems
•Social cost of injuries
•Safe interaction with
other road users
•PTW/ Rider market
growth due to new
safety systems
•Awareness of
situation
•Growth in health
monitoring (e.g.
Smartphone apps)
•Pushing the limits

•User acceptance (rider) on automation
•Interference in speed can cause loss of
balance
•Transition to automation (dynamics)
•Weight & dynamics
•Hacking risk
•Individual rider physiological characteristics
and limitations
•Liability and insurance
•Available computing power on bike
•Interference with pleasure of riding
•Pushing the limits
•Price
•Misuse
•Data to police
•False activations
•Stopping not always possible – can be
dangerous
•Risk of riders’ overload (workload)

•Feedback in risky situations
•Needs differ with
geographical situations
•NGO’s representation
sustainability criteria
•Testing simulations and reallife conditions
•What happens when bike
stop
•Data protection
•Air quality information
(allergies)
•Alerting emergency services
•HMI and rider’s attention
•Post-ride feedback
•Effects of automation in
general (rest of) traffic

•Bike dynamics will not
apply to reach high
levels automation
•Benefits very
dependent on HMI &
Cost
•Bike connectivity with
other vehicles
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Results – UCG “Passenger pick-up/ drop off
automation for buses”
System initiated takeover
Driver initiated takeover

20.4%

Driver initiated handover
System-initiated handover

Strong
Points/
Benefits
•No
comments.

Discussion points

45%

19.3%

Final scenarios prioritisation
through consolidated
stakeholders’ feedback

15.3%

Missing Elements

Concerns & Barriers

Comments/ Free
text

•What happens if driver is not in position
•What happens in case of accident or
incident
•Loss of competence and understanding
the task; strategies to handle it.
•Driver should always confirm the system
initiation for passenger safety.

•It is not allowed by
law to leave driver’s
seat in some
countries
•Infrastructure
support is necessary

•Appropriate
HMI design is
important for
safe handovers
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Thank you for your attention!

• Contacts:
• Stella Nikolaou, CERTH/HIT: snikol@certh.gr
• Evangelos Bekiaris, CERTH/HIT: abek@certh.gr
• Anna Anund, VTI: anna.anund@vti.se
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